Terms of Reference Carrom Board
1. Right Base Cushion/Frame
2. Left Base Cushion/Frame
3. Player’s Base Cushion/Frame
4. Forward Base Cushion/Frame
5. Right Base
6. Left Base
7. Player’s Base
8. Forward Base
9. Right Base Lines
10. Left Base Lines
11. Player’s Base Lines
12. Forward Base Lines
13. Right Lower Base Circle
14. Left Lower Base Circle
15. Right Upper Base Circle
16. Left Upper Base Circle
17. Right Player’s Base Circle
18. Left Player’s Base Circle
19. Forward Right Base Circle
20. Forward Left Base Circle
21. Right Upper Diagonal Line/Arrow
22. Left Upper Diagonal Line/Arrow
23. Right Lower Diagonal Line/Arrow
24. Left Lower Diagonal Line/Arrow
25. Centre of Lower Right Arrow Circle
26. Centre of Lower Left Arrow Circle
27. Centre of Upper Right Arrow Circle
28. Centre of Upper Left Arrow Circle

29. Right Player’s Base Pocket
30. Left Player’s Base Pocket
31. Right Forward Base Pocket
32. Left Forward Base Pocket
33. Centre Circle
34. Diagonal Star at Centre
35. Inner Large Centre Circle
36. Outer Large Centre Circle
37. Left Edge of Forward Right Base Pocket
38. Right Edge of Forward Right Base Pocket
39. Right Edge of Forward Left 3ase Pocket
40. Left Edge of Forward Left Base Pocket

CARROM PLAY TECHNIQUES
The main objective of this booklet is to make every carrom aspirant feel at ease
in learning and improving a graceful game in all its aspects. The abstract ideas of
the play techniques are scientifically explained in the succeeding paragraphs for
facile implementation by all players.
TECHNIQUES
1. Sitting Position
2. Packing Carrom Men
3. Opening or Break
4. Grip
5. Aim
6. Releasing Striker (Ivory) and its speeds
7. Spin
8. Pocketing or Potting

9. Cuts
10.

Punch

11.

Press

12. Deflection
13. Turn
14. Rolling of Striker
15. Following of Striker
16. Doubling & Re-doubling
17. Slip
18. Touch
19. Drag
20. Double Touch
21. Rebound or Riff
22. Connections
23. Hooks
24. Play with carrom men lying on player’s base lines
25. Removal of Nervousness
26. General

SITTING POSITION
This aspect, first of all, has a serious drawback and also many advantages, if
well thought of by the players. This alone will help players to have a good
foundation to adopt other techniques of play and implement all of them
gracefully. Because a good play is always determined by how the play is
executed rather than what is being played. In order to have a composite of what
and how the play is projected and executed during matches in spectator’s point
of view, this aspect assumes much greater importance. Therefore, a player must

conveniently sit on the standard equipment in vogue before the Carrom Board for
having easy accessibility over the Carrom men plying anywhere on, the playing
surface of the Board and also for showing appreciable and graceful play with
better action for spectators, without bending or falling sidewards.

Keeping in view the above, the following three points are to be borne in mind :
(a) Grains of the Carrom Board : Playing surface being the plywood, has natural
grains on it. As such, it is suggested that player must sit ‘for-the-grains instead of
‘against-the-grains’. ‘For-the-grains’ of the wood helps striker’s movement in
running.
(b) Sitting place at Player’s Base : The Right Hand player should normally sit on
left side of his playing base a bit away from the centre of thee Carrom Board and
the Left Hand player on the right side of his playing base a bit away from the
centre of the Carrom Board, in order to avoid fouls in action. Because this
position has inlet cushion for movement of the body contact even extreme left or
right side carrommen at ease and comfort.
(c) The Distance between Play Base and Body: As the striker is to be placed on
the base lines for taking any strike, this distance is determined only from the
player’s base lines to his chest or body. It is suggested that forearm’s length of
the player from his chest or body or slightly less than forearm’s length, in any
way upto wrist only, as the case may be, is the optimum distance.. This optimum
distance from the Carrom Board to title player comfortably allows the body of the
player to project his playing hand with ease within the maximum and minimum
limits of base line area to successfully contact the point of carrom men lying
anywhere on the playing surface of the Carrom Board and ultimately leaves no
complaint with his elbow while in action at the player’s base coins. If the players

follow the above three points in their sitting position strictly, other techniques of
the game are easily executed within a short period.
PACKING CARROM MEN
This technique, if learnt properly, throws open a tremendous scope for break to
finish and as such players must standardise the packing of that carrom men
complying with the rules in vogue. Tight packing of the nine white, nine black
carrom men keeping the Red/Queen in centre circle of the Board is an art in
itself. In doing so, players must take full assistance of the centre circle, star
around centre circle drawn with diagonal lines upto inner large circle and outer
large circle. Better packing of all carrom men provides better results.
In packing the carrom men, Red/Queen should always be in the centre circle,
around which three white and three black carrom men are to be closely set
alternately, for example, white-black, white-black, and white-black, so as to form
first circle of carrom men around Red/Queen. Immediately after this, six white
and six black carrom men alternately are to be closely set commencing with
white on white, so as to form another circle to the first circle. Then before taking
permission to open or break, the following points are to be borne in mind:
(a) Break in Single’s Match : After all carrom men so packed, as explained above,
are to be pressed with both hands so as to ensure that no space is left out between
one another and that full contact is made tightly. While doing so, identify the
diagonal line of carrommen so packed i.e., two white-red-black-white, bring two
whites facing the right or left base pockets of the player upto and along the diagonal
line drawn in the star around the centre circle cutting the star diagonal line half
portion of the first white carrommen, and adjust the other white carrommen at the
other end of the same diagonal line of the packed coins to face right edge of the
forward left pocket if break is rendered from left base circle; or the same white

carrommen at the other end of the diagonal line of the packed coins should be
adjusted to face left edge of the forward right pocket if break is rendered from right
base circle. In other words, the diagonal packed line should be so adjusted for
single’s break that two white carrommen looking down either left or right base
pockets of the player and the other end white carrommen of the diagonal line of
carrom men should look upward either left edge of forward right pocket or right edge
of forward left pocket according to the side of the break. However, it should be taken
care of that Red/Queen should be in the centre circle and two whites’ side should be
upto and along the diagonal line of star cutting the first white into two halves.
Although, this type of packing appears to be slightly away from the star’s diagonal
line at the other end where only one white carrommen stands, this will be corrected
when striker hits on it with much force and two white carrommen below get pocketed
in the base pocket, and also all other coins will be diffused bringing the Red/ Queen
to an easy position in order to proceed for rendering a century immediately after the
break.
(b) Break in Double’s Match : Other points remaining the same as explained in
(a) above of this technique, but with only exception that two whites carrommen
should face either right edge of the forward left pocket and the other end white of
the diagonal line should be exactly on and upto the diagonal line of the star
facing right base pocket of the player if break is rendered from right base circle.
In the same way if the break is rendered from the left base circle, the two white
carrommen of the diagonal, packed coins should face the left edge of the forward
right pocket and the other end white carrommen should be exactly upto and on
the star diagonal line cutting coin into two halves face left base pocket of the
player. However, in all circumstances, packing should be tight and Red/Queen
should be invariably in centre circle completely. Here also slight deviation from
the diagonal line for two white carrom men looking up the forward right and left
pockets as the case may be in doubles break will be taken care of by the force of
the striker on white at the other end of the packed diagonal line of carrom men,

pocketing the two whites in right or left pocket, diffusing the remaining carrom
men and bringing the Red/Queen nearer to the forward pockets even for
proceeding to render a century. Any other method of packing and opening i.e.,
not from base circles, will not yield better results than explained above.
Therefore, players are suggested to
practice the above techniques in packing and opening the carrom men as
explained at (a) and (b) of this technique above. Many players in different States
have rendered many break-to-finishes i.e., CENTURY by applying the above
techniques. Why not every player shall do so always?
OPENING OR BREAK
Normally good amount of force in break is charged to the striker for single’s
match or double’s match. Sometimes less force is charged in opening the packed
carrom men, depending upon the opponent’s caliber or partner’s ability in singles
and doubles matches respectively. Here commonsense is to be applied by a
player to resort to what type of force is to be generated in different breaks.
Generally players of fast and accurate pocketing type should adopt much force
charged striker for breaks. However, the following other techniques may be
borne in mind while break is rendered :
(a) Break for Single’s Match: After right and tight packing of all the carrom men
as explained in Para (a) of Play Technique No. 2 above, players must ensure by
slightly (hair-breadth length) pushing towards his side the white carrom man lying
at the other end of the diagonal packed carrom men with his striker or finger that
full contact is tightly made in particular of that centre line of carrom men and ask
for permission to open. When once permission is sought no adjustments are
allowed in the packed coins. Then place the striker on left or right base circle
completely covering it as the case may be (for left hand and right hand openers),
project middle finger of the playing hand, place it 0.1" away from the striker on
base circle, lock the middle finger by placing the pointing finger on it take full

support of the rest of the lower edge of the palm on the playing surface of board
and release the middle finger from its lock with good or less amount of force as
required on to the respective centre point of the diagonal line circle on the board
without moving the wrist forward or sidewards. Immediately the striker speedily
hits the forward base cushion/frame and in return hits the one white carrom men
end of the diagonal line of packed carrom men. This is proper and better break
and the result will be fantastic.
(b) Break for Double’s Match: After ensuring the tight packing and the contact of
diagonal line of packed carrom men by testing with finger or striker, as explained
in para (b) of Play Technique No. 2 above, the striker should be released from
the respective base circles in the same manner as explained in para (a) above of
this technique, on to the white carrom man of the diagonal line of packed coins
facing base pocket.
Placing striker in both cases other than base circles is not suggested for fantastic
opening/break. Also the releasing finger should be middle finger of the playing
hand locked by pointing finger (scissoring grip), since this finger with its lock
generates maximum and minimum force controls by the hand as proved in
experience. As such players may bear in mind these techniques and practice for
themselves.
GRIP
Holding the striker with fingers of the playing hand firmly on the base lines for
confident take off to the aimed point of carrom men anywhere on the playing
surface of the Carrom Board is called grip. There are many kinds of grip in use
for opening, taking player’s base coins (Hand points) and forward play. Grip for
opening/break and playing hand points is quite common with little variations, but
for forward pocketing and shots grip assumes much importance, because 95% of
the carrom play rests with this grip only. However, the releasing finger should
always get abundant support from the other one or two immediate fingers of the
playing hand so as to enable the releasing finger to strike the striker from its tip of

the nail. This is adjudged to be the proper stroke and best grip, even according to
the rules in vogue. Therefore, the following grips are suggested for compliance
during practice :
a) Grip for Forward Play: The ivory striker should be held firmly between the
middle finger and thumb on base lines and the pointing finger (first finger) being
the releasing finger should be locked by pressing it at the flesh of thumb. Thus it
becomes a good lock for releasing finger. In another type similarly holding the
striker, the releasing finger viz., the pointing finger should be locked between the
thumb and little (last) finger of the hand. Then slightly release the middle finger
from striker bending thumb inwardly to get better lock and tension to the
releasing finger and release it with the required force without touching the playing
surface of the Carrom Board. Thumb should rest on and take support of playing
surface. This grip is adjudged to be the best grip of all grips in use, because it
has lot of scope, better locking support and even any spin can be produced.
Releasing finger when takes the support of the playing surface of the board, gets
released with doubt and inhibition, but not freely. Also the surface of the board
gets spoiled within a short period, with finger scratch marks. In all other grips for
forward play, the releasing finger always takes the support of the playing surface
and is detrimental to the rules in vogue and better play. Also the minimum
distance from releasing finger to striker should be 0.1" is automatically
maintained in this grip for proper release of striker, since the striker touches the
thumb always and the releasing finger is at the rear end of the thumb. When little
space or congestion prevails on the base lines for release of striker this grip can
be adopted economically for better results. Thus it proves to be best grip for
forward play and as such has wider scope.
(b). Grip for Break/Opening: Striker should be placed on the base circles as
explained above, middle finger locked by first finger (pointing finger) should be
placed 0.1" distance from the striker and released. This is called scissoring grip.
This should be used only for Break/Opening, so as to get good amount of force.

(c). Grip for Player’s Base Carrom men or Hand- points : Thumb locked by
pointing finger and scissoring grip as explained above are to be adopted for
playing hand points. Also both the hands with these two types of grip can be
utilised, since the other grips are not convenient in this area.
Players may practice the above grips explained in Paragraphs (a), (b) & (c)
strictly and perceive good results in their play. Any other grips practiced without
this technique will land in inaccuracies.
AIM
Aiming is the abstract subject of the carrom game. As such, multitudinous
multiplicity of degrees of accuracy are stagnated in various players leaving their
mental perception in tendencial techniques they adopt traditionally during play .
Many players play just by habit and try to imitate other liked ones without
relevance to any mode of scientific technique Also a few others aim from coin to
the pocket before releasing the striker with varied speeds. These methods of
aiming are wrong modes of conception.
However, scientifically viewing this aiming technique, it is suggested that
destination being the pocket of carrom board for any carrom men, players must
invariably adopt drawing an imaginary line from the centre of pocket so selected
upto the carrom man to be pocketed, intersect the same imaginary line cutting
the coin into two halves and determine a point to the carrom man facing them.
Now placing the striker anywhere on the base lines conveniently it should be
released on to that determined point and immediately it is seen that such carrom
man gets pocketed nonchalantly.
Even in combination of carrom men, the aiming point of the carrom man and
further to other carrom men should be determined first with pocket-to-coin
method with the help of imaginary straight line and then only the striker should be
released on to that very particular point so arrived at for better results. Normal,

negative, straight cuts and cut backs are all executed with ease, when once the
point of the carrom man is fixed. Thus, this also reveals, the point of aim for
extreme forward carrom men is the vanishing edge of the carrom men when
seen by the player without bending sidewards.
RELEASING STRIKER AND ITS SPEEDS
All surfaces of Carrom Boards do not have the same speed effect even after
applying the boric powder of best quality and all cushions/frames also do not
respond to strikers as desired. As such, first of all players should have an
assessment of running speed of the playing surface of the Carrom Board in
relation to the ivory striker they use and adopt the lock of the grip so as to suit the
surface of the board. Accordingly, the speeds of the striker should be activated in
the following ways :
(a) If the releasing finger is less pressed with the thumb and released freely to
strike the striker, the striker runs with forward force, which is termed as ‘Normal
or Slow’ speed. In this no return of striker arises.
(b) If the releasing finger is pressed much more than mentioned in (a) above and
released freely to strike the striker, the striker runs with faster forward force,
which is termed as ‘Medium’ speed. In this striker returns and re-returns slightly.
(c) If the releasing finger is pressed too much and released freely to strike the
striker, the striker runs with fastest forward force, which is termed as ‘Top
Speed’. In this the striker shuttles much faster between cushions/ frames more
than twice.

After fully understanding the above speeds, players must discriminately apply the
respective speeds to the desiring carrom men during play. Although respective
speeds are technique-wise explained in the booklet for strict compliance by
players, yet the following few important points are supplied for daily practice :
(a) While taking fair coins into pockets, slow to medium speeds of striker are
suggested in relation to the distance between striker-coin-pocket. Also in
attempting player’s base carrom men (hand points) slow to medium speeds of
striker are suggested.
(b) While pocketing two carrom men in line, turning the first carrom man for
pocketing the rear carrom man, doubling etc., medium speed is essentially
suggested.
(c) While opening/break strike, dragging (when more coins are there) executing
shots, le-doubling etc., top speed is suggested inevitably.
However, the speeds are to be generated taking into account the necessity of
utilising the after effect of the striker to the fullest advantage. Lest the board turns
into the opponent’s favour.
SPIN
Of late ‘SPIN in carrom game is being heard many a time, but there are hardly
any players executing this technique during play. It is perhaps, that the
knowledge of SPIN might have not been supplied to most of the players. Spin
game, no doubt, elevates and shines any player in the line. As such, it appears
that this aspect is reserved and kept as a secret by spinners.

However, the author’s meeting with late Shri S.Appa Rao the best spinner and a
grandmaster of carrom game, (from Andhra Pradesh) in the country, has let open
the characteristics of the SPIN and its fantastic advantages in the carrom game.
According to Shri Appa Rao, two kinds of SPIN exist. The first is normal SPIN
and the Second being TOP SPIN. In his words, even, if one attains the normal
spin that alone can snatch the game let there be any resistance from opponents
and what to speak of TOP SPIN!
Normal and TOP SPINS have further two characteristic movements generated in
the striker viz., Right Spin and Left Spin, in other words, Clockwise Spin and AntiClockwise Spin respectively.
To generate Right Spin to the striker the releasing finger from its lock of the grip
should strike on the left edge of striker and to generate Left Spin the releasing
finger from its lock of the grip should strike on the right edge of striker. In any way
the releasing finger should not take support of playing surface of carrom Board.
If the player combines the spin movement of the striker on to the aimed point of
the carrom men, no carrom man on the board is left unpocketed.
Let us put a basic question to satisfy ourselves. Why SPIN is required at all in the
carrom game ? The answer is that NON-SPIN striker and its charged carrom
men do not keep close touch all the way with the playing surface of the carrom
board in their movement, maintain varying speeds of kinetic energy, telescope
and jump overboard sometimes. The SPIN charged striker and its contacted
carrom men having all the characteristic elements in their movement, gracefully
behave in action and the execution will be superb in everybody’s point of view.
Therefore, where and what kind of spin is to be generated by the player to the
striker is further explained.

Top spin is normally used in pressing the coins and in situation like removing
much forted coins at pockets. In all other cases normal SPIN is used with due
discretion to left or right spin.
As (explained in Technique No. 6 above, less press and much press by the
releasing finger at thumb lock and supporting other fingers, generate varying
speeds to the striker. With the sane release Right and Left Spins are to be
attained, speeds of the striker remaining the same as explained in Technique No.
6 above. Also if the striker is held between thumb and the middle finger tightly
and firmly and the striker is released by the pointing finger (first finger), striker
emerges out with top spin. This spin is very much difficult to control, without
experience and much practice. Because the striker once released in such a spin
may or may not get to the point of the carrom men aimed at in the beginning.
Therefore, normal spin should be learnt initially and executed in the following
cases :
(a) Left Spin. This spin is to be rendered to all the carrom men to be pocketed
into the left forward pocket.
(b) Right Spin. This spin is to be rendered to all the carrom men to be pocketed
into the right forward pocket.
(c) While taking a rebound or riff, if sufficient space is available for striker to hit
cushion and return, no spin is suggested. In congestion, right spin on left side,
left spin on right side cushions should be adopted, so as to enable the striker to
reach on to the coin for dropping it into the base pocket.
(d) While dragging and pressing the coins a good amount of respective spins
should be issued, according to the side of drags.
(e) Respective spin cuts at the forward base carrom men will yield tremendous
results and the after effect of the movement of the striker is advantageously
utilised, if aimed properly.

(i) Carrom men touching the centre place of the side cushions/frames, having no
space is left between carrom men and cushions/frames, such carrom men can
easily be pocketed if right spin to the right side and left spin to the left side is
rendered exactly on the quarter point of the carrom men.
(g) While punching NO SPIN should be used. Even just for fun sake if the striker
charged with any spin is sent forth into the group of coins, the action will be
fantastic to look at.
POCKETING OR POTTING
The manner in which carrom men are easily and gracefully pocketed reveals the
degree of accuracy and confidence of players. Because nice pocketing of carrom
men alone attracts all and the qualitative life of the game is kept up. While doing
so, if diffidence or doubt arises in players, they must re- lock the grip in relation to
the aim and release the striker However, striker releasing speeds are to be
controlled in relation to the running of the playing surface, aiming, distance from
coin to the pocket and the placement of various combinations of carrom men on
the surface of the carrom board. To achieve this, proper aiming as explained in
Technique No. 5 is very much essential. As such thorough understanding and
practice of all techniques from No. 1 to 7, enable the players to become adept in
pocketing with optimum frequency and good flow.
CUTS
Cuts are the backbone of the carrom game. When once the player takes proper
aim of the point of the coin to render a cut, he is quite free and comfortable to
utilise the after effect of the striker at the desired places on the playing surface of
the carrom board. The following cuts are to be essentially practiced by the
players :

(a) Normal Cuts. When the coin is quite free and uninterrupted by other carrom
men in its traveling line to the pocket, fix the striker conveniently on the base

lines so as to form a straight line along with selected coin and pocket and release
it with slow speed on the point of the coin. This is called normal cut at ease and
is beginning of the cut with normal execution. Normal cuts are rarely applied in
progressive game, since striker, coin and the pocket will rarely form in one
straight line and it is difficult to find a place for the striker on the base lines. As
such other cuts are necessary for the play of higher degree.
(b)

Straight Cut. Having less place available on the player’s base lines,

sometimes the striker is to be placed straight to the coin and released on to the
aimed point of the coin for pocketing it into the side forward pockets. This is
called straight cut. This cut has wider advantage of utilising the after effect of the
movement of the striker and pocketing the carrom men so selected into forward
pockets. Medium and top speeds and respective spin of the striker accordingly
give tremendous viability in the game. If once the straight cut is achieved, wider
scope for break to finish of the board can be executed freely. Therefore, players
must practice this technique with patience adopting the earlier techniques as
support.
(c) Negative or minus cuts. If player wishes that his striker should contact the
desired places of the playing surface for releasing other difficult carrom men,
after cutting the selected carrom man, these cuts are rendered. Cutting a carrom
man to right forward pocket, placing the striker extreme right side on the base
lines away from the straight line of the coin is called negative or minus cut.
Similarly cutting a carrom man to left forward pocket, keeping the striker away
from the straight line of the carrom man and extreme left side on the base line is
also called negative or minus cut. Medium to top speeds and respective spin to
the striker entail tremendous result accordingly. In executing this the aim of the
point of the carrom men is the vanishing edge of the carrom men so selected and
keeping the striker on the base lines in any extreme possible distance away from
the straight line of the carrom man, player should release with top or medium
speed and with respective spin, then the carrom man so contacted will be

gracefully pocketed and the striker opens many avenues for break to finish in its
return.
The important feature of this cut is that players should not bend their body either
sideward or forward or backward. In such a fixed sitting position detect the
vanishing edge of the coin as point of coin and release the striker on to that point
for graceful pocketing. Vanishing edge of carrom man means the extreme edge
of the carrom man on either side upto where the sight of player can reach in a
fixed sitting position. Thus every carrom man being round in shape, has two
vanishing edges one on left side for pocketing it into right forward pocket and the
other on right side for pocketing it into left forward pocket.
(d) Cut Back. After fully understanding and achieving better execution of straight
cuts and negative cuts, this method is used to drag the pack of coins lying on the
centre of the board while rendering a minus or straight cut to the forward base
carrom men. This has a tremendous advantage to open up or free his own
difficult carrom men, as the striker after rendering a cut at the forward base
carrom man has a tremendous power in its return. This technique fills abundant
confidence in the player, if one gets to it by diligent practice.
(e) Forward Cushion Base Cuts. The carrom men lying close to the forward base
cushion and never coming under purview of the (a), (b), (c) and (d) above, are
either to be doubled to the base line side pockets or dexterously cut into the
forward base pockets. In issuing cuts to such carrom men the striker should be
released to the opposite side edge of the carrom men to. the selected pocket, so
as to enable it to first hit the cushion with top force instead on to the carrom men
and the striker in its return cuts the carrom men into the pocket so aimed. The
cushion base cuts have the advantage of bringing or pocketing the difficult coins
at side bases too, and open the difficult ones.

PUNCH
Sometimes in the game, punch is only the way out for pocketing the carrom men.
These carrom men are generally seen at forward base, side bases and player’s
base cushions. Although little space say less than 0.1" or no space is left
between carrom men and cushions, this technique is easily adopted for
successful pocketing of carrom men.
The point of the carrom men where the striker should hit is the quarter portion of
the carrom men opposite to the pocket wherein it should be pocketed. This is the
exact point of the carrom men, where the striker should be released without spin
and slow speed. There the striker after touching the point should either stay or go
little forward towards the traveling direction of carrom man, then the punching is
done accurately.
This technique can be adopted at all cushions except the forward base cushion.
In this case, the striker should be kept on the base lines straight to the left or right
quarter portion of the carrom man so selected in relation to the forward base
pockets and released with medium speed without spin allowing it to stay on the
carrom men’s quarter portion. Then the coin so gracefully gets punched into the
pocket. Control of the speed of the striker is very much essential in this
technique.
PRESS
Twin and triplet carrom men appear (mainly at the time of double fine etc.) on the
playing surface of the board giving a doubt that no coin out of those combinations
will be pocketed by rendering any type of release of striker. The positions of
these carrom men are of three types and their solution is also given below
position wise :

(a) Carrom men (twins) lying parallel to side bases or frames. In this position, the
rear carrom man in relation to the player is to be hit by the striker with top speed
and respective spin at the point, where that coin can be sent to the right or left
edge of the forward pockets, but not into the pockets. This aim appears to be
wrong, but the force of the striker will correct the direction in its speed while
removing the front coin and allow the rear carrom man to be easily pocketed. If
the player does not aim the rear carrom man out of the twin or triplet combination
either left or right edge of the pocket so selected as the case may be, the carrom
man instead being pocketed takes its direction to side pocket cushions and
settles at forward base. While pressing in this manner, the explained aim is quite
essential.
(b)

Carrom men (twins) lying not parallel to side frames/ bases/cushions, but

looking like nearer to chub formation, but not chub, will also be executed in the
same manner as explained in (a) above.
(c) Carrom men (twins) lying parallel to forward frame or base cushion. The
selected coin for pocketing should not be hit by the striker, but the other coin
should be removed by the striker keeping the selected coin unmoved, and after
removing that coin the striker cuts the other one. For doing so, the aim of the coin
to be removed is the direct centre point of the coin in relation to the player, lest
both the coins run away. The other method is that if such twin carrom men are
lying on right half of play surface of the carrom board, striker should be placed
nearer to the left base circle and charged with top speed and respective spin on
to the quarter portion of the carrom man facing the striker. Then the twin carrom
men after having been charged with the striker move away in different direction.
The uncharged carrom men goes to the right side cushion and gets hit back into
the left forward base pocket and the charged coin by the striker comes to player’s
base after hitting to the forward base cushion. The same technique is to be
applied similarly on the opposite side in relation to player’s base or frame. In both

the cases the coin directly charged by the striker always comes to player’s base
and the uncharged one gets pocketed.

DEFLECTION
This technique can be adopted on right and left side of the playing surface either
forward or backward or sideward pockets. This is quite an intelligent method.
When player does not get a free line for pocketing a coin can charge on other
coin placed around the area of the pocket and edge it into the pocket. This is
called deflection. Coin-to-coin deflection can only be done after identifying a key
coin on which the other coin is charged by striker and pocketed comfortably.
Medium speed and respective spin are to be applied to the striker in deflection.
The carrom man so to be pocketed should be edged on the other carrom man
lying around the pocket exactly on the pocket side quarter portion of that carrom
man. In this way on both sides deflection can be executed. In coin-to-coin
deflection the carrom man on which the other carrom men is charged and
pocketed, goes to the forward base and returns to the player’s base also. As
such this deflection has an advantage of getting freed one’s difficult coins or fixed
up in the opponent’s coins. Normally in pack of coins much deflection works out
and finally appears to be touch game. In the same way striker can also be
deflected to the desired places, according to the advantages and disadvantages
from player’s point of view.
TURN

When a carrom man is blocking the way of a rear carrom man in its way to any
pocket, turning technique is applied. This technique turns the blocking coin away
and pockets the rear one. In executing this technique, striker should be placed on
the base lines in such a way so as to form one straight line - pocket, coin to be
pocketed and striker. Then striker should be released with medium speed and
respective spin on to the centre point of the carrom man to be pocketed
imagining that there is no blocking coin. Thus the charged coin will hit the quarter
or less than the quarter portion of the block coin to the cushion or frame and turn
it away giving a free passage to the rear coin for dropping into pocket neatly. In
other words, the aim in normal cuts, as explained in para (a) of technique No. 9
forgetting the blocking coin is to be adopted and hit by the striker with respective
spin and speed.
Turning can easily be adopted irrespective of the distance between two carrom
men looking towards the same pocket Players must only bear in mind that if the
coin-to-coin distance is much, top speed should be applied and for less distance
medium speed should be generated in the striker.
This speed and straight line placement of striker help the striker to follow upto the
pocket and give second push to the coin if sometimes carrom men stop at pocket
in the process. Turning technique can also be applied to striker. In this case the
opponent coin’s quarter portion (opposite to cushion) is the point where the
striker should hit in medium speed, then after hitting to the cushion the
opponent’s coin goes all the way to forward base or frame, hits there too and
returns to player’s base. In the meantime, the striker without touching the cushion
goes straight to the coin at pocket and pockets it.
ROLLING OF STRIKER

This technique of releasing the striker can be adopted at all the base cushions of
the Carrom Board. In executing this method, there should be two or more carrom
men available at close to the base cushions area having any distance between
one another. This combination will be played in the following manner at all base
cushions.
(a) Forward Base Cushion. If two or more carrom men are lying close to the
forward base cushion, one carrom man out of such combination much close and
near to the centre of the base should be selected. Striker should be placed on
the base lines straight to such selected carrom man and released without spin
with medium speed on to the left or right quarter portion of the carrom man, as
the case may be, according to player’s advantage. Then the carrom man so
charged and striker both get to opposite directions and run speedily just parallel
to the forward base cushion, clearing on the way any number of coins. If coins
are more than three top speed to the striker should be generated by the player.
(b) Carrom men lying at side base cushions of the player in the same manner
and number as explained in (a) above are also played with the same technique,
but with an exception in aiming and releasing of striker. Here the striker should
be placed either on left or right base circles on or little away from base circle of
the player, as the case may be, and released on quarter portion of the selected
coin facing the forward left or right pocket with medium force. In these cases, if
the carrom men are at right base right spin and for left side base carrom men left
spin should necessarily be applied to the striker. Non-spin release of striker does
not yield required results.
(c) Player’s Base. Carrom men lying at player’s base in the same manner and
number as explained in (a) and (b) above are also played with the same
technique, but with an exception in releasing striker. In this case, the striker
should be placed on the base lines on just top of the selected coin and released

with thumb with medium speed and no spin on to the right or left quarter portion
of such coin. Of course, in thumbing no spin can be charged to the striker, but
medium speed should be generated in rolling the striker on to the other carrom
men in the same area. Then the striker and the charged coin run to their opposite
directions parallel to the player’s base/frame with desired results.

FOLLOWING OF STRIKER
When the selected carrom man freely facing the striker, such carrom man, striker
and pocket are in one line and all looking at the same pocket, let there be any
hindrance by one or more carrom men between, in such case striker should be
released with top force on to the aimed point of selected coin with respective
spin. After diffusing all the coins on its way, the charged coin goes and either
stops at the pocket or drops into the pocket. In the meantime, striker following the
same direction pockets the carrom man at the pocket giving another push, if not
already pocketed. This technique is adopted when pockets are thickly blocked by
opponent’s carrom men or when the player’s twin carrom men are standing
together in an odd combination. This is also called thrusting the striker. This has
its own advantages of making way, opening the pockets already blocked or
forted by opponents carrom men and also bringing opponent’s carrom men into
tight defence. For execution, the aim should be the same as fair coins are
pocketed when standing freely, but the spin and speed of the striker should be as
explained above.
DOUBLING & RE-DOUBLING
There are four types of doubling the carrom men into the various pockets from
any base cushion. In this case, at least A half an inch distance from carrom man
to any base cushion/ frame should be necessary for allowing the coin so selected

to easily return to the pocket and no hindrance should be there in the running line
of such charged coin. In all doublings respective spin and medium to top speed
of the striker should be generated. These four doublings are explained below in
detail for successful and graceful execution :
(a) Doubling Carrom Men lying at Forward Base of the Player. The striker should
be placed on player’s base lines little away from the straightness of the selected
coin at the forward base i.e., opposite quarter side to, the coin’s running line.
Then the striker should be released exactly on to that quarter portion point (either
left or right as the case may be) for doubling it into left or right player’s base
pockets respectively. Then the carrom men so charged by the striker in this
manner, goes into the player’s base pocket gracefully. Also the striker can be
placed anywhere on the player’s base lines, and if hit at the aimed point of the
carrom man correctly, the same gets pocketed easily and the after effect of the
striker can also be fully utilised at the required areas of the playing surface.
(b) Doubling Carrom men lying at Player’s Right and Left base Cushions/Frames.
Striker should be placed on the player’s base lines in relation to the aimed point
of the carrom man lying at side base/frame. The point of the coin is to be
determined in such a manner that when an imaginary line is drawn parallel to
player’s base lines from the point of side base cushion where the coin hits and
runs. From the same point coin running line should be in 45° approximately, on
that parallel line. This should be well understood by the players. In other words,
from the point where the carrom man so charged hits at side base cushion/frame,
two imaginary lines are to form projected one parallel to base lines and the other
is the charged carrom man running line to forward base pocket, which should be
of 45°. This degree gets reduced to further approximately upto 35° to 30m on the
imaginary parallel line drawn to player’s base lines if playable carrom men are
lying in the upper half of playing surface of the carrom board. Therefore, the point
of the carrom man is to be determined in relation to the particular angle then
striker is to be charged with medium speed and respective spin. In this process,
the striker remains at side base cushion and the charged coin goes into forward

pocket. Taking this calculation, player can place his striker at any place on his
base lines and release with top force for getting the-striker back to the player’s
base pockets either to pot or clear his own carrom men or throw away the carrom
men forted by the opponent.
(c) Doubling Carrom Men lying at Player’s Base. As explained in (a) above,
striker should be placed on the player’s base lines little away say one inch from
the straightness of the coin on the opposite side to coin’s running line and struck
at left or right quarter portion, as the case may be, of that carrom man for
pocketing it into forward pockets. Here striker after hitting the carrom man
remains below the base lines of the player and the charged carrom man gets
pocketed in forward base pocket. Similarly, placing striker anywhere on the base
lines, keeping the aimed point of the coin so selected for pocketing, player can
release striker with top speed to utilise the after effect of the striker for
magnificent execution.
(d)

Doubling carrom men at any base avoiding the above techniques. In this

case, striker should be released on the aimed point’ of the carrom man placing at
any convenient place on the base lines as explained in (a) (b) and (c) above; to
the aimed point of carrom men and allowed to go away before the charged coin
returns towards pocket direction. In other words, first striker hits the carrom man
so selected and runs away faster clearing the way for the run of the charged coin
into pocket. Placement of striker, speed, etc, shall remain same as explained in
(a), (b) and (c) above of this method. With this method, the striker goes to the
required places, eases out the situation as desired and also breaks the defence
of the opponent instead of remaining there itself.
(e)

Re-doubling or ‘N’ or ‘Z’ Shots. Re-doubling arises only when the

immediate and nearest pockets are bloc ked for the carrom men or no other type
of cuts can be rendered so as to pocket them safely. By executing this technique,
such carrom men are pocketed in the same immediate and nearest pockets,
even though the direct way is blocked. In order to implement this technique

thoroughly the necessary and basic characteristics are to be well understood
and practiced. Firstly, he Carrom Board in use most have a smooth playing
surface so as to enable the charged carrom men to run faster keeping close
contact with the surface at least thrice between cushions. Normally match boards
are in this condition, when applied quality boric acid. Secondly, players must
generate the respective spin and top speed or force to the striker, as non-spin
charged carrom men get telescope and overloaded with first run itself. Thirdly,
the releasing finger from the lock of the grip should not take support of the
playing surface of the carrom board, but only the support of thumb, if any, other
fingers as the case may be for better result*. When once these characteristics
are available, the players must identify the deserving carrom men for executing
this technique in the following manner :

(ei) Carrommen lying one inch away from side base line and two inches above
player’s base circles. In this case when the forward pockets are blocked for
pocketing coins by direct cut and are free from forward base side, the striker
should be so placed on player’s base lines or base circles, as to enable the
carrom men so charged take 35° angle at point of side base cushion in relation to
parallel line imaginably drawn from that point to player’s base and run towards
the opposite cushion. In other words, to determine the point of the carrom men
where has to hit, one should draw a parallel imaginary line to player’s base lines,
from the point of cushion where the carrom man hits and also the charged
carrom man’s running line from same point should form 35°. Accordingly, the
point of carrom man should be determined and striker charged with top force and
respective spin on to that point, then the carrom man so charged goes faster to
the opposite side base cushion, gets hit back again there and re-returns into the
forward pocket. This running line of the coin upto the pocket from its original
position including striker’s run upto such carrom man looks like alphabet ‘Z’ As
such, this re-doubling is named after ‘Z’ shot.
(eii) Carrom men lying below forward base lines while the forward base pockets
are blocked from coin side but are free from other side. In this case, the striker

should be placed straight to such coin on player’s base lines and charged with
top speed or force and with respective spin on to the little less than quarter
portion opposite to the running line of so selected carrom man. Then the
charged carrom man runs faster to the player’s base cushion, gets hit back again
and re-returns into forward pocket. This running line of such carrom man from its
original place to pocket including striker’s run upto such coin looks like alphabet
‘N’. As such, this re-doubling is named after ‘N’ shot.
(eiii) Carrom men lying below player’s base lines. In this case, when base
pockets are blocked from the coin side and are free from the other side, the
striker should be placed on the base lines just on top of the coin and charged on
to the little less than quarter portion point of the coin opposite to its running line.
Then the coin runs faster to the forward base cushion, gets hit back again and rereturns into player’s base pocket. This running line of the carrom man from its
original position to the pocket including striker’s run upto such coin looks like
alphabet ‘N\ As such this re-doubling is named after ‘N’ shot.

(eiv) Also carrom man almost pasted to or slightly away from side base
cushions/frames can also be charged by the striker releasing it only from the
respective player’s base circles on to the normal cutting point to forward base
pocket, with respective spin and top force. Then such charged coins get
automatically re-doubled into the player’s base pockets gracefully.
SLIP
Striker released on one or more carrom men gets a slip and the very direction of
the slip is utilised to cut a coin into pocket in its running way. This is called
slipping. For doing so, the player should know the playing weight of his striker in
use and carrom men on which he slips his striker by his experience. Normally for
every slip of striker on right or left quarter or half portion of the carrom man, as
the case may be, is quite sufficient for bringing the striker on the selected carrom

man into pocket, if the whole complex is in the same half (right or left) of playing
surface of Carrom Board.
The utility of this method is that most of the forward coins can be brought to
player’s base including opponent’s ones. In all slips medium speed and
respective spin to the striker should be applied.
TOUCH
This is also one of the important features of the forward play for surging through
the packed carrom men at the centre of the board for ultimate finish of the board
consecutively pocketing them one by one in one chance. Striker’s release with
respective spin and speed and its further movements are economically and
judiciously are to be utilised to the maximum advantage by aiming one sure
carrom man to the desired pocket while slipping on another one. In adopting
touch, players must get various methods of play as explained above and practice
them method wise until they get to all the techniques at ease for sure execution.
Then the job is quite easy. Touch game, in other words, is the composite method
of all methods of play in the carrom game.

DRAG
If a player is fully conversant with and can thoroughly execute the above
explained techniques of play, they need net resort to dragging the carrom men at
all. However, sometimes this method is also to be applied when break is not
properly rendered or carrom men are not properly diffused to the desired places.
In the circumstances, players must carefully study the combination of carrom
men in relation to the opponent ones and should assess the scope of normal,
medium or top force of the striker and accordingly drag the carrom men at centre
and forward base. Generally when striker in its return lands on packed carrom
men during dragging with top speed, coin to coin deflections take-place in the

thick group of carrom men and most of them run towards sidewards and some to
player’s base. If the drag is on one coin alone with medium and top force, carrom
man so charged lands at opponent’s (forward) base instead of becoming easy for
the player. Therefore, the point of drag should be determined so carefully as to
derive the full advantage of the board of. Play keeping in view the knowledge of
the above techniques. That is why, favorable chubs and deflections are the best
mode of help for dragging to achieve good results. Accordingly slow, medium
and top forces are to be applied to the release of striker during dragging.
DOUBLE TOUCH
This technique is executed so typically and easily in a small radius of playing
surface of the carrom board, i.e., around the pockets and along with any cushion
of the board. The details of execution are given below for player’s thorough
understanding and practice :
(a) Carrom men lying at side bases between player’s base circle (left or right)
and its cushions little above the base circle or slightly below—but not in cuttable
position to their immediate pocket. In this case, the distance from the coin’s edge
facing the cushion to the side cushion should be assessed and the same
distance should be taken from the other opposite edge of carrom man facing
striker on the base lines and the striker placed on base lines accordingly at that
distance. In case the same distance cannot be taken in placing the striker,
player’s base circle is determined as maximum or minimum for placing the
striker. Then striker should be released without spin on to the upper portion (little
more than half of the coin’s point, but not upper quarter portion) of the carrom
man so selected with slow speed. Immediately the carrom man so charged
moves to the side base cushion, gets a return kick hits back striker and finally
gets cut into the pocket in the process.
(b) For carrom men lying at all bases within half an inch or little more than half an
inch distance between cushion and coin this technique of double touch can be
executed in the same manner as in the case of punching the carrom men.

Moreso, the striker after hitting the aimed point should also move along with the
same carrom man in its running direction slightly. As such slow and medium
speeds are to be applied to the striker while releasing. However, no spin is
required for this technique.

REBOUND OR RIFF
Hitting the striker to forward base cushion and pocketing a coin lying at side
bases (left or right bases) below the base lines into the player’s base pockets, is
called normal rebound or riff. There are three kinds of execution for this
technique, which are as follows :
(a) Normal Rebound or Riff. To achieve mathematical accuracy in this case,
striker should be placed anywhere on the base lines and the distance between
the striker and the carrom man so selected for rebound pocketing should be
determined. Exactly the equidistance point between the coin and striker is the
point at the forward base should be taken as aim point, where the striker is to be
released from its so pre-determined place with medium speed, but not with any
spin. In return the striker lands on the coin and pockets it into player’s base
pockets. This is called half to half method.
(b) Doubling a carrom man at forward base cushion and rebounding the striker
back to a coin lying at opposite side bases of the player is another method of
taking two coins in one stroke. In this case, if the carrom men are lying at right
half of the playing surface of forward base, striker should be released with top
force just on to the quarter portion of the carrom man opposite to coin running
line, then striker doubles the charged carrom man into left base pocket and
returns to right player’s base pocket sweeping carrom men on its return. In the

same manner, carrom men lying at left half of the forward base close to the
cushion are also to be charged by striker. In both the cases, striker should
always be placed on the base lines straight to the selected coin of the forward
base so as to charge it and get this effect. No spin, however, is necessary in
these cases,
(c) Langri. When carrom men lying at as mentioned in (a) above are also played
with the help of side base cushions/frames instead of normal rebound or riff
avoiding half-to-half method at times of congestion. In this case striker should be
charged always at right edge of the forward base left pocket to pocket coins in
player’s left base pocket or left edge of the forward right base pocket to pocket
coins in player’s right base pocket. In return striker hits side base cushions first
and direct in both the cases as the case may be, and travels towards player’s
base lines, indirectly cutting the carrom men in its way into player’s right or left
base pockets respectively. This is called LANGRI in Northern region of India.
To get this technique, the placement of striker on the player’s base lines is the
most important factor. First of all, the distance from the selected carrom man to
its side immediate base cushion is to be imaginarily determined and the same
distance from the respective player’s base circles is to be taken on player’s base
lines and exactly where the striker shall be placed for this execution. If at all,
some times, the imaginarily calculated distance may not be available, then the
striker should be placed only on the player’s base circle and released as
explained above. The aimed point where the striker should hit in executing langri
shall never change, lest langri cannot be executed.

CONNECTIONS

To master this technique, in situation like two or more carrom men lying in a row
and for pocketing the ultimate one, an imaginary line of the aim should be drawn
from the centre of the selected pocket towards the immediate coin so to be
pocketed, intersected that imaginary line through the same carrom man straight
cutting that coin into two halves, then the point where that imaginary line
intersected that coin is known as the aimed point of that coin facing the striker or
other carrom man in the same line to be charged for its pocketing in to the
selected pocket. If from that very point of the first carrom man that imaginary line
is furthered to the other carrom man immediately near to it in that row with the
similar process, one can determine, the same point to the second carrom man
also where the striker or third carrom man is to be charged for pocketing the first
and ultimate coin in its immediate pocket in that row. Thus the line of aim is to be
originated imaginarily from the centre of the selected pocket on to the first carrom
man looking in a row and on to the second and even on to the third (coin-to-coin
imaginary line from the pocket) upto the striker’s place and the final point so
reached at the final carrom man as the case may be, is to be determined for
releasing the striker on to that determined point of the carrom man. When once
the point of final coin is well fixed in the above manner, the striker placing
anywhere on player’s base line can be released on to that very point with
medium speed and respective spin and the chain reaction of connections
between coin-to-coin pocketing the ultimate coin relatively near to the pocket in
that row, will be fantastic to execute.
HOOKS
Cutting a coin, not directly, but from behind (with rebound technique) and
pocketing it is called ‘HOOK’. This technique is, sometimes, only the way out in
play for finish. When once the intrinsic theory or principle is known thoroughly, it
is very easy to pocket carrom men lying anywhere, but within its limited
jurisdiction, since hooks have their own limitations.

Normally, in hooks the striker from player’s base lines when released goes to the
base cushions, gets hit back and while returning cuts the coin from behind into
pocket. This
involves two important features - firstly, where the striker is to be placed on the
base lines for release in relation to the selected carrom man for hooking and
secondly, at What point of the base cushion/frame the striker is to be hit for
accurate return on to the carrom man so selected for pocketing with this
technique.
In view of the above, the proper execution of this technique is explained below in
relation to the carrom men’s position wise :

(a) For pocketing carrom men lying at upper half of the playing surface, either at
left side or at right side, striker shall be placed on the player’s base lines
conveniently on just opposite side of the running line of the selected coin with just
one coin’s length away from it. Then if striker released in medium speed without
spin in a manner as to cross that coin untouching on the way at 0.l” less than one
coin’s length already calculated. striker goes in that direction to the forward base
cushion/frame, hits back and automatically hooks that very coin in its return into
the player’s base pocket.
(b) For pocketing coins from side base cushions/frames to opposite side base
cushions/frames pockets by executing hook, the striker shall be placed on or
nearer to respective player’s base circles and released with medium speed and
without spin to side base cushion/ frame point in a manner as to cross the lower
side of the coin so selected at two coin’s length untouching directly, then the
striker hits directly at the side base
cushion/frame point, hits tack and automatically hcoks that very coin into
opposite side base pockets.
(c) Similarly, players base coins can also be hooked and pocketed into forward
base pockets by following the same principle and execution as explained in (a)
above) by rendering thumbing.

PLAY WITH CARROM MEN LYING ON PLAYER’S BASE LINES
This technique, if learnt and improved, opens abundant avenues for clinching all
boards in the play, since carrom men lying on player’s base lines either touching
both the lines or touching only upper base line or touching only lower base line
dividing the base lines into half give tremendous angles of the striker while taking
such carrom men into player’s base pockets.
In these combinations, players must know clearly the placement of striker and
the speed with which the striker is to be released for sending it to the desired
angle or place on playing surface of the carrom board. If the striker is to be sent
faster to contact all the bases, it should be placed to such a selected coin on the
base lines with 0.1" to 1" distance and released on the vanishing edge of such
carrom man. When the distances between such coin to striker are increased to
more than one inch, the speed of the striker is also reduced correspondingly.
Keeping in view this advantage, players must handle such coins judiciously.
However, the coins lying on base lines should be made sure to be pocketed in
this process. Accordingly, slow, medium and top speeds are to be generated to
the striker in relation to the contacting places on the playing surface of the board
while making sure of base line’s carrom men into the pocket. Any amount of spin
in this shot to the striker gives good advantage to the player.
Removal of nervousness
Nervousness is the product of one’s own imbalance of the mind and fights out
the player from inside and ultimately lands him into inaccuracies. As metaphysics
reveal that one point fix of the mind is so strong and steady, but many points fix
of the mind is mere dilution and wavering. Therefore, ultimately mind needs a
good amount of concentration on one’s own learnt and improved things and the
action organs of the body do away the job at ease successfully. In other words,
every player must thoroughly depend upon his own experience gained on

knowledge of the different disciplines of the game; as one having hardly any
experience gets bewildered- In order to gain steadiness one must involve himself
in all the disciplines of the game and give the experience to his own body. Then if
a challenge comes, nervousness takes to its legs leaving the player in a good
stead to meet the situation with mental clarity having full support of all the
techniques to his mind.
In addition to the above, too much practice, improper locking of grip, lack of
commonsense, excessive talking on one’s own achievements and play, forced
practice when interest is not there, ego consciousness and irrelevant and
unwanted criticism over others play, are all the various agencies help bring
nervousness during play when challenging situations arise in the game. These
finally land the player into inaccuracies in execution. Therefore, avoiding all
these, one must devote to the game with reverence to each technique, which
removes the nervousness.
During the progress of the game, one must habituate himself in getting going with
the composite development of the game rendering deserving execution to the
carrom men to challenge on the playing surface in relation to the opponent’s
techniques of play. As such trial boards before the commencement of the game
and practice boards are to be played with much seriousness, lest whatever learnt
and improved gets diluted and under-rates the player.
Even after all the above is achieved, among equal players, nervousness
suddenly prevails. The re-locking of grip for fresh release of striker with the
deserving technique to the carrom men aimed at in relation to the strategy of the
combination on the carrom board, helps the player forget nervousness, reposes
confidence in its place and pushes the player gallantly with graceful forward play
for ultimate success.

General
The disposition of every player during the match or practice should be appealing
to the onlookers. Improvement comes only when the players show much
devotion and love towards the carrom play. Determination with abundant
patience elevates any player to the pre-determined goals in line. Players should
readily accept the defeat when opponent shows the dominating play during
matches and in turn appreciate such play instead of presenting a grim face. The
qualities help develop one’s play techniques and fill tremendous confidence in
players themselves. Untiring pursuit assimilating the various techniques and
translating them in practical execution during matches will give a feeling of
distinction to the players. Always the players should dwell on graceful execution
of the thoroughly practiced techniques of the game, but not in the face value of
the opponents.
Rules in vogue are framed to bring out a par excellent game, but not curb the
game. Rules appear like limitation to the execution but surely help bringing
highest accuracies when really thought of in a limited arena. Deviation from the
carrom laws, undoubtedly lands the players in great mess and stagnates them at
an unwanted height of play but honor to laws elevates the players to a greater
height.
Players should come forward to discuss their own incapacities of the play and
remove their doubts without any reservation. Since mind always needs thought
support for accuracy execution of the job at action organs, let the play technique
be the super-thought support to the mind during the match and practice, then the
action organs will do away the job ease and deliver the best goods in a given
time and environment. But never get puffed up with ego consciousness, which
takes the shape of a first rate enemy, impedes any work skill nature and
ultimately prevails unhappiness in players.

